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Abstract
This research effort focuses on determining the optimal flight path required to put a
micro air vehicle’s (MAVs) fixed sensor on a target in the presence of a constant wind.
Autonomous flight is quickly becoming the future of air power and over the past several
years, the size and weight of autonomous vehicles has decreased dramatically. As these
vehicles were implemented into the field, it was quickly discovered that their flight paths
are severely altered by wind. However, since the size of the vehicle does not allow for a
gimbaled camera, only a slight perturbation to the attitude of the vehicle will cause the
sensor footprint to be displaced dramatically. Therefore, the goal of this research was to
use dynamic optimization techniques to determine the optimal flight path to place a
MAV’s sensor footprint on a target when operating in wind for three different scenarios.
The first scenario considered the minimum time path given an initial position and
heading and a final position and heading. The second scenario minimized the error
between the MAV’s ground track and a straight line to the target in order to force a
desired path on the vehicle. The final scenario utilized both a forward mounted sensor as
well as a side mounted sensor to optimize the time the target is continually in view of the
sensor footprint. Each of these scenarios has been captured in simulated plots that depict
varying wind angles, wind speeds, and initial and final heading angles. These optimal
flight paths provide a benchmark that will validate the quality of future closed-loop wind
compensation control systems.
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OPTIMAL WIND CORRECTED FLIGHT PATH PLANNING FOR
AUTONOMOUS MICRO AIR VEHICLES
1.

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Over the past century, the United States has relied on the advancements of
technology to aid in the development and efficiency of our culture. The military leads
the effort in the majority of this research and development. When you consider the
development of flight, it began in the 19th century when dirigibles were used for bombing
missions, reconnaissance, and communication during wartime efforts. Later
developments by the Wright Brothers led to the first powered heavier then air flight in
1903. Over the last century we have been led to the multi-role Joint Strike Fighter that is
being designed to meet the needs of the Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, and our Allies.
Throughout this time, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been in development, and
in the past twenty years, a strong effort has been made to continue research that focuses
on their production and implementation. UAVs are quickly becoming the future of the
Air Force as well as the military as a whole, as they can be utilized in circumstances and
environments for which manned aircraft are unable to perform.
UAVs present numerous advantages over manned aircraft. They can be built to
almost any shape and size. They can be flown into enemy territory or hazardous
environments without endangering human life. And they can be utilized around the
globe, at speeds and altitudes that humans cannot endure. For these reasons, and many
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more, it is imperative that we continue the research and development into unmanned
vehicles.
Micro-Air Vehicles (MAVs) are a subset of UAVs. These are aircraft built
significantly smaller then current state of the art UAVs, such as the Global Hawk or
Predator, and typically are electrically powered. One of the great benefits of a MAV is
that it can be packaged into small containers, carried into the field by our military troops,
and utilized as needed for surveillance or target tracking. Although this is a great asset to
have, it brings up several issues that must be addressed. Since the vehicle is built to a
very small size and weight, it is only capable of carrying an equally small and lightweight
sensor. These sensors are typically mounted off the nose or belly of the aircraft, and
because of the size, they are not capable of rotation. Therefore it becomes difficult to
survey a ground target during flight. Any adjustments the vehicle makes could possibly
cause the footprint of the sensor to lose track of its point of interest. Wind effects play a
big role in this problem due to the extreme light weight of the aircraft. Only a small
amount of wind is needed to throw the vehicle off course, resulting in the sensor footprint
losing track of the target. Once these issues are solved and implemented, it will result in
a great resource for our military in the field. These small aircraft will give our troops the
capability to see around buildings, over hills, or hundreds of feet across the battlefield.
Most important, it provides much needed surveillance in hostile environments which
ultimately result in the reduced risk to human life.
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1.2 Problem Statement
The proposed research effort will focus on developing flight path optimization
techniques to enhance the Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR)
capabilities of MAVs in a constant wind environment. When dealing with miniature,
light weight vehicles, wind effects can greatly disturb the desired flight path of the UAV.
Additionally, when the MAV is equipped with a fixed sensor, it is imperative that the
vehicle’s orientation is such that the sensor footprint is focused on the point of interest.
Often times in a wind environment, the vehicle will crab into the wind in order to
maintain a desired ground track. In this situation, the nose of the aircraft will no longer
be pointed in the desired direction, which will result in the sensor footprint failing to
capture the requested information. Therefore, this research will focus on determining
optimal wind corrected flight paths for surveying ground targets. The modeled system
will be demonstrated and verified through software simulation and will incorporate
multiple scenarios.

1.3 Research Objectives
Use optimization theory to determine the flight path that provides the optimum
ground tack for a MAV’s sensor footprint which adequately surveys the target of interest
in a constant wind environment. Demonstrate the theory for several scenarios and show
the accuracy and robustness of each. The results should focus on the ground track of the
vehicle’s sensor footprint.
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•

Determine the minimum time flight path for the MAV to put the footprint of a
forward mounted sensor on a target given the MAV’s initial condition (position
and heading) and the targets position and required “look angle”. Additionally,
compare this minimum time path to one in which a side sensor of the MAV is
utilized.

•

Consider the case where the aircraft’s flight path is restricted in width, as if the
vehicle is flying in an urban canyon and must maintain flight down a road
between two buildings. Once past the buildings, the aircraft should be able to
adjust its flight path such that it can view a target at any desired angle.

•

Utilize both a forward mounted sensor as well as a side-mounted sensor to
continuously view the target for any duration of time. The algorithm should
account for the transition between sensors such that the target is never lost.

1.4 Significance of Research
The optimal flight paths developed in this thesis show the best possible flight
trajectories of a MAV given the problem objectives. Additionally, it provides a tool to be
used with future work.
•

These optimal paths provide a measure of performance with which future closedloop wind compensated control systems can be compared.

•

Many times, these aircraft are flown open-loop by the military operator in the
field. By studying the optimal flight paths developed in this research, the MAV
operators can become more efficient in accurately flying these aircraft.
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•

These results demonstrate what can be achieved with a MAV operating in winds.
Additionally, it shows under what wind conditions the MAV will not be able to
achieve the desired result. Furthermore, the results give an indication of the
sensor equipment needed for various scenarios. It compares the utility of the
forward sensor verses the side sensor, and provides an indication of the required
footprint radius when orbiting a target.

1.5 Related Research

1.5.1 Aircraft Path Planning
Since using MAVs is relatively new for surveillance, there has been very little
research in overcoming the wind effects on the flight path of these vehicles. The
majority of the research that has been conducted to date consists of UAVs that are either
large enough that wind will not greatly effect their flight patterns (Vaughn, 2003), or the
vehicles are equipped with a gimbaled camera, for which you can control the orientation
of the sensor as well as the orientation of the vehicle (Rafi, 2006 and Rysdyk, 2006). The
research conducted for this thesis will consider small lightweight MAVs that only have
the capability of carrying lightweight fixed sensors. Since the sensor is fixed, it requires
the flight of the aircraft to be controlled so that the target will be in view of the sensor’s
footprint. Only a few papers have been found that relate to these issues. These papers
have determined wind algorithms to adjust the aircraft in flight by flying the MAV on a
waypoint trajectory where each target is located at a waypoint (Robinson, 2006 and
Osborne, 2005). However, little work has been done when utilizing a fixed sensor
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mounted on the air vehicle for surveillance. Additionally, these methods do not address
optimality and do not provide a measure of performance, as will be discussed herein.
1.5.1.1 Waypoint Following
In autonomous flight, it is very common to fly the vehicle along a path defined by
a series of waypoints. However, when considering unmanned aircraft, wind will have a
very significant nonlinear effect that will greatly disturb the orientation and ground track
of the vehicle.
Therefore it becomes very difficult to accurately follow pre-determined waypoints
in the presence of wind. However, waypoint guidance could be used to fly the flight
paths developed in this thesis. Determining the optimal flight path is only half the
problem. Once that flight path has been determined for a certain wind field, flight along
that path can be achieved by flying the path defined by several waypoints.
In research conducted at the University of Washington, Osborne and Rysdyk have
studied methods to not only allow an unmanned vehicle to follow waypoints, but to do so
with little or no overshoot in the presence of wind. The problem they encountered was
that “in un-anticipatory waypoint flying, once a waypoint has been achieved, the aircraft
begins a turn to the next waypoint. This results in an overshoot of the desired flight path,
which can be substantial” (Osborne, 2005 and Rysdyk, 2006). In an attempt to eliminate
this overshoot, they determined a ‘look ahead’ distance which defines the distance at
which the aircraft should begin to turn in order to accurately adjust to the next waypoint.
This distance is determined by a pre-calculated look-up table that will account for course
change, wind direction, wind speed and commanded airspeed (Osborne, 2005 and
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Rysdyk, 2006). This method has shown a drastic reduction in flight path overshoot of
pre-determined waypoints, which ultimately will result in the flight of a more optimum
path.
In research conducted at the Air Force Institute of technology, Ensign Brent
Robinson applied an updating “Rabbit” waypoint placement approach to account for nonconstant winds. His research showed that by knowing the horizontal distance between
the aircraft’s current position and a point of interest, a waypoint could be determined
based on the current wind conditions. The aircraft would then attempt to fly to this
continuously updating waypoint, however would never reach it. Instead, the aircraft
would end up at the original point of interest. Therefore this approach consists of a
vehicle attempting to chase a rabbit, but never actually catching it (Robinson, 2006).
Furthermore, it provides an additional method of flying the optimal flight paths in the
presence of wind developed in this thesis.
1.5.1.2 Sensor Pointing with Wind Noise
Ensign Brent Robinson continued his research to consider the issue of placing the
footprint of a small fixed sensor attached to a MAV on a target of interest in the presence
of wind. He acknowledged the problem that as MAVs attempt to fly in a wind
environment, the vehicle will be forced to “crab” into the wind in order to remain on its
current flight path. However, due to this crab angle, the vehicle no longer will have its
sensor’s footprint pointed at the target of interest. In order to solve for this offset, he
defines two distances to adjust for the crab angle. Figure 1 shows these two distances as
Adjust 1 and Adjust 2.
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Figure 1 - Top View of UAV with Adjustment Parameters Defines (Robinson)

By knowing these two distances, they can then be added or subtracted to the target
position as necessary to provide for an offset flight path that would allow for the sensor
to survey the target (Robinson, 2006).
1.5.1.3 Dubin Methodology
L. E. Dubin developed a method for determining the shortest distance between
two points given an initial position and heading to a final position and heading. He
considered an object, defined as a point mass, that follows a continuous differentiable
path, with the assumption that the turn radius of the object is fixed. He showed that the
shortest path taken will consist of not more than three pieces, each for which is either a
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straight line segment or an arc of a constant radius (Dubins, 1957). Many others have
adopted his philosophy and used it in their own work. McGee, Spy, and Hedrick, out of
the University of California Berkeley, determined optimal path planning in the presence
of wind using Dubins methods (McGee, 2005). Their work consisted of first finding the
optimal set of curves and straight lines to reach a target. Once that was accomplished,
they gave the target a virtual velocity equal and opposite to that of the wind. Using an
iterative approach, they solved for the Dubins Path at each time step, until the time of the
aircraft’s flight equaled the time of the virtual target’s flight. At the final step, the air
path of the vehicle would be exactly on the moving virtual target; however, the ground
path of the vehicle would be exactly on the original target point. An example of this
method can be seen from McGee, Spy, and Hedrick’s work in Figure 2 below which
shows a left curve, straight line, right curve path in the presence of fifty-percent winds.
The virtual target traveled to a final position of (1.5,1) while the actual target is at
position (5,1).
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Figure 2 - Dubins Path Example with 50% Winds (McGee)

1.6 Solution Approach
Utilizing the previous work performed and researched in the control and
optimization of aircraft trajectories, this thesis will develop a method for optimal flight
path planning of MAVs. Initially, the parameters of the problem will be defined and
those parameters will be non-dimensionalized such that the simulation can be run for any
desired scenario. This gives the ability to trace a simulation to either metric or standard
units. The next step is to develop a process for determining a good estimation of the
flight path. This is a necessity when working with optimization software such as the
optimization toolbox in Matlab. The estimated path will be produced using the theories
of L.E. Dubins along with the path planning techniques of McGee, Spy, and Hedrick.
With an initial guess built for the flight path, an optimization problem can be set up
utilizing the initial guess as a starting point for the optimal control problem. The first
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problem that will be considered is the minimum time flight from a starting position and
heading to a final position and heading in the presence of a constant wind. Using the
function fmincon, within the Optimization Toolbox of Matlab, an optimal solution will be
found. This minimum time case will be conducted for both a forward mounted sensor as
well as a side mounted sensor. Comparing these flight times will lend to a better
understanding of the utility of the sensors, and when it may be beneficial to use one
sensor over the other. In addition to the numerical solution, the problem will be evaluated
analytically in an attempt to determine the validity of the optimal results and ultimately
solve for a closed-form solution to the problem.
The second scenario that will be evaluated will consider flight through an urban
canyon. This will consist of flying the aircraft down a straight path, as if flying between
two buildings. Again, the aircraft should be able to start at any position and heading, and
view the target with a forward mounted sensor at any desired angle. To solve this
problem, the flight path objective will need to be altered from the minimum time scenario
described above. The new cost function will force the aircraft to fly a straight line
ground path to the target. This additional path constraint will optimize the point at which
the vehicle leaves the straight line path and places the footprint of the forward mounted
sensor on the target at the commanded angle.
The final scenario will utilize both a forward mounted sensor as well as a side
mounted sensor to first find the target in a minimum time fashion, and then track the
target for any desired amount of time. This scenario will be comprised of three paths.
The first path considered minimum time flight to get the forward mounted sensor on the
target as quickly as possible, regardless of the viewing angle. The second path is a
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minimum time path that transitions the forward sensor on the target to the side sensor on
the target. Now, with the side sensor on the target, the final path consists of an orbit
around the target that maximizes the time the sensor footprint is placed on the target. All
three paths will account for a constant wind disturbance.

1.7 Thesis Preview
Chapter 2 will detail the equipment used and mathematical processes required for the
research. Chapter 3 will look at the approach to solving each objective. Chapter 4 will
discuss the results of each optimization. Chapter 5 will provide a summary, conclusion,
and recommendations for future work.
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2. Background
2.1 Overview
Chapter 2 provides background information on the aircraft that will be used for this
research as well as the methodology behind dynamic optimization and path planning.
This chapter builds a foundation for which the remainder of the paper can be understood.
Initially the aircraft for which this research is built around is identified. This is followed
by a discussion of optimal path planning using methods developed by L.E. Dubins as
well as dynamic optimization. Finally the chapter concludes with a description of the
optimization setup and procedures in the Matlab optimization software.

2.2 Aircraft
Timely and accurate surveillance is crucial for today’s military. Whether it is the
need for target surveillance, battle damage assessment following a strike, or a scout to
view what lies ahead, an expandable pair of eyes to monitor the battle zone is an
incredible benefit to our military. In the past, the military has utilized larger UAVs such
as the Predator or the Global Hawk. However, these aircraft are quite large and require a
great deal of coordination to be flown. They cannot be used effectively at the small unit
level in the field. The MAV presents a new class of vehicles that have been developed to
provide further information at the tactical level. These aircraft have been designed to be
hand carried into the field, utilized at will by a single military member, and retrieved
undamaged. They have the capability of providing close proximity information that
could be crucial to the mission’s success.
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2.2.1 Micro Air Vehicles
The Munitions Directorate of the Air Force Research Lab has developed a lightweight aircraft for military surveillance in the battlefield. The TACtical MAV
(TACMAV), seen below in Figure 3, was first flown in 2003 and has been issued to the
warfighter for field testing (Roadmap, 2005). This hand-launched vehicle is battery
operated and navigates using a GPS/INS system. The vehicle utilizes two sensors for
surveillance. One is mounted at a 45 degree angle directed out the nose and the other is
mounted at a 30 degree angle directed out the wing. The operator of the TACMAV uses
a ruggadized notebook to control the vehicle in flight as well as view target information.
Continuous improvements and research are addressing the vehicles autopilot, sensors,
and control systems.

Figure 3 - TACMAV in Flight (USAF)

The current configuration of the TACMAV is equipped with flexible carbon fiber
wings, shown in Figure 4, which have the capability to curl under the fuselage for easy
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storage in a nine inch diameter tube. These flexible wings reduce the span-wise storage
requirements by over sixty percent (Higgs, 2005).

Figure 4 - TACMAV Flexible Wings (Higgs, 2005)

2.2.2 Equipment Mounts
The lightweight TACMAV is equipped with sensors capable of viewing ground
targets both directly in front, as well as out the side of the aircraft. However, this aircraft
is very susceptible to wind disturbance which significantly decreases the ability to
accurately point its sensor directly at the target at the desired approach angle. For initial
scenarios, only the sensor mounted off the nose of the aircraft will be considered. Figure
5 depicts the sensor configuration for steady level flight with a constant flight altitude.
Equation 1 and 2 describes the position of the sensor footprint, ( xs , ys ) , given the current
position, ( x p , y p ) , and heading, θ , of the aircraft measured from East. Equation 3
describes the vertical angle the sensor is mounted off the aircraft which results in the
forward distance the footprint appears in front of the aircraft. For this research μ = 45o ,
which with a constant altitude, results in a constant d N .
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MAV Top View

μ

North (y)

Altitude (h)

MAV Side View

( xs , y s )

dN

θ

( xs , y s )
North Ground Distance (dN)

East (x)

Figure 5 - Side and Top View of Vehicle with Forward Mounted Sensor

xs = x p + d N *cos θ (i )

(1)

ys = y p + d N *sin θ (i)

(2)

tan μ = d N / h ∴ d N = h * tan( μ )

(3)

Additional simulations will be conducted in which the side sensor of the
TACMAV will be employed. Below, Figure 6 depicts the side sensor configurations for
steady level flight at a constant altitude. Equation 4 describes the angle the side sensor is
mounted off the aircraft which results in the perpendicular distance the footprint appears
to the side of the aircraft. Equation 5 relates the vehicle’s heading, θ , to the heading
angle of the sensor, ψ . Finally, the position of the sensor footprint, ( xs , ys ) , is described
in Equations 6 and 7 by using the aircraft’s position, ( x p , y p ) , as well as the sensor angle.
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MAV Rear View

MAV Top View
( xs , ys )
North (y)

Altitude (h)

ε

dE

ψ
θ

( xs , y s )
East (x)

East Ground Distance (dE)

Figure 6 - Rear and Top View of Vehicle with Side Mounted Sensor

tan ε = d E / h ∴ d E = h * tan(ε )

(4)

ψ =θ +π / 2

(5)

xs = xp + d E cosψ (i )

(6)

ys = yp + d E sinψ (i )

(7)

2.3 Dubins Path Planning
L.E. Dubins determined the minimum length for curves with a constant average
curvature and a prescribed initial and terminal position and heading. His theory is based
off of a particle pursing a continuous, differentiable path from an initial point to a final
point at a constant speed. His objective was to determine the path of minimum length.
Dubins claims that it is natural to require the path to have curvature in its entirety and
that the radius of that curvature would have to be equal to or greater than a fixed number
R. He then describes an R-geodesic as the path of minimum length that must exist
between two points given an initial and final position and heading. Therefore, his
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research is described in that “Theorem 1, which implies that for n = 2; an R-geodesic is
necessarily a continuously differentiable curve which consists of not more than three
pieces, each for which is either a straight line segment or an arc of a circle of radius R.
Furthermore, the corollary to Theorem 1 implies that three is the least integer for which
this is true” (Dubins, 1957).
Given the assumption that the initial and final position are more than 2R distance
apart, and you have a specified initial and final heading, then the minimum length path
will be one of four path lengths. The four minimum path options are limited to an initial
curve of radius R, followed by a straight line, and completed with a curve of radius R.
Dubins describes these four types as Right-Straight-Right (RSR), Left-Straight-Left
(LSL), Right-Straight-Left (RSL), and Left-Straight-Right (LSR) (McGee, 2005). All
four of these options are shown below in Figure 7.

RSR

RSL

LSL

LSR

Figure 7 - Four Long Range Admissible Dubins Path
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Considering the case where the initial and final positions are in close proximity,
that is the final position is within 2R, the shortest path will be a series of three curves of
radius R. These paths are described as Right-Left-Right outer (RLRouter) and Left-RightLeft outer (LRLouter) (McGee, 2005). An illustration of the two paths is given below in
Figure 8.

RLRouter

LRLouter

Figure 8 - Two Short Range Admissible Dubins Paths

In all, this presents six solutions that will get the aircraft from its initial conditions to
its final conditions. Furthermore, one of these six paths will be the optimal Dubins Path.

2.4 Discrete Dynamic Optimization
Dynamic Optimization is a process that uses calculus of variations or dynamic
programming to solve many different classes of problems. The three primary problems
are given a fixed final time and free final state, a fixed final time and fixed final state, and
a free final time and fixed final state. For the purpose of this research, only the free final
time, fixed final state case will be discussed.
Dynamic Optimization is the process of determining control and state histories for a
dynamic system over a finite time period to minimize a performance index (Bryson,
1999). It is often used to solve for the optimum control given the cost function pertaining
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to aircraft, spacecraft, or robotics. Additionally, it is quickly becoming a common
practice to solve optimization problems using discretized equations of motion due to its
compatibility with computer simulation and flexibility with different problem scenarios
(Larson, 2005). The process for discretization is further discussed in Chapter 3.
A discrete dynamic optimization system is described using an n-dimension state
vector x (i ) at step i ,for i = 1, 2,..., N , using the Bolza formulation (Bryson, 1999). The
states, of the form seen in Equation 8 below, consist of discretized equations of motion
that describe the optimization problem.
x (i + 1) = f ( x (i ), u (i ),+t )

(8)

With the initial boundary conditions given by,
x(0) = x0

(9)

The control of the system, u (i ) , is an m-dimension vector that determines the transition
of the system to the state (Bryson, 1999). The optimization is then performed by finding
a sequence of control to minimize the objective function J , described below in Equation
10, subject to terminal constraints given in Equation 11, the initial conditions given in
Equation 9, and the state equations given in Equation 8 (Bryson, 1999).
N

J = φ ( x( N ),+t ) + ∑ L( x(i ), u (i ),+t )

(10)

subject to ψ [ x ( N )] = 0

(11)

i =1

The objective function, which includes a terminal cost φ ( x( N ), Δt ) and a path
cost L( x(i ), u (i ),+t ) , is a function of the states, the control, and the final time, while the
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terminal constraints are functions of only the final states. Equations 9 through 11 define a
dynamic optimization problem that can be transformed into a parameter optimization
problem with equality constraints that can be solved by providing an initial guess of the
control vector u (i ) , calculating the values of the states, and then determining the value of
the cost function J .
To obtain an analytic solution, define a discrete Hamiltonian, which is formed by
adjoining the state equations to the path cost to obtain,
H ( x(i ), u (i ),+t ) = L( x(i ), u (i ),+t ) + λ T (i + 1) f ( x(i), u (i),+t ) (12)

The co-states of the system are then found by taking the gradient of the Hamiltonian (12)
with respect to each state x.

λ T (i ) = H x (i ) = Lx (i ) + λ T (i + 1) f x (i )

(13)

The final co-states, described in Equation 14, are determined by taking the gradient of the
terminal cost with respect to each state x. By knowing the final co-states, Equation 13
can be sequenced backwards for a solution at each increment.

λ ( N ) = φx

(14)

Next, the optimality criterion, H u , is found by taking the gradient of the Hamiltonian
with respect to the control u (i ) .
H u ( x(i ), u (i ),+t ) = Lu ( x(i ), u (i ),+t ) + λ T (i + 1) fu ( x(i), u (i),+t ) = 0

(15)

When considering free final time problems, an additional equation is needed to solve for
the +t variable. This equation is know as the transversality criterion and is expressed
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below in Equation 16. It is found by taking the gradient with respect to +t of both the
augmented terminal cost and the summation of the Hamiltonian at each time step. The
augmented terminal cost is designated as Φ ( x( N ),+t ) , which is equal to the terminal cost
added to the final co-states adjoined with Lagrange multipliers.
N −1

Φ+t ( x( N ),+t ) + ∑ [ L+t ( x(i ), u (i ),+t ) + λ T (i + 1) f+t ( x(i ), u (i ),+t )] = 0

(16)

i =0

Equations 15 and 16 are known as the necessary conditions for optimality for a free final
time solution.
To solve for a control vector sequence u (i ) that minimizes the objective function
(10), the discrete Euler Lagrange equations (8) and (13) must be solved along with the
necessary conditions of equations (15) and (16). The result will be a control vector that
will minimize the objective function based on the initial conditions to the states and the
values of the final co-states (Bryson, 1999).

2.5

Simulation

All simulations for this research were conducted in Matlab Version 7 (R14). The
discrete dynamic optimization results were calculated using the Optimization Toolbox’s
fmincon function. The fmincon function, called with the appropriate arguments and
options, will return an optimum solution to a function of several variables. Two M-files
are required by the function. The first is of the objective function which describes the
cost of the system. The second includes the constraints placed on the final states. For the
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purpose of this research, finite differences were used in the numerical solution to
calculate gradients.

2.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter reviewed all of the equipment, mathematical techniques, and software
used in the overall research for this subject matter. The TACMAV was described as the
vehicle of interest and its capabilities and sensor mounts were discussed. Discrete
dynamic optimization was portrayed as the optimal solution technique and the Dubins
path method was laid out as providing an initial guess to the optimal solution. Finally,
Matlab and the Optimization Toolbox were selected to solve the discrete optimization
problem posed.
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3. Development of Optimal Trajectories to Autonomous Survey Targets

3.1 Overview

This chapter lays out the fundamental equations and processes for optimal flight path
planning under constant wind disturbance. With an overhead view of the aircraft’s flight
path, the equations of motion as well as the vehicle’s relationship to the sensor footprint
can be determined using basic trigonometric functions. Dynamic optimization principles
are used in an attempt to verify the numerical solution to the optimum path.

3.2 Assumptions

The following assumptions were made during the course of this research:
1. The aircraft is modeled as a point mass
2. The sensor footprint is modeled as a point source
3. The front camera is fixed and mounted with μ = 45 degrees, therefore h = d N
4. The side camera is fixed and mounted with ε = 30 degrees, therefore h ≠ d E
5. The aircraft will fly at a constant airspeed
6. The wind will be constant in both direction and magnitude for a given flight

3.3 Wind Calculations

The wind will be constant in magnitude and heading for both the Dubins path
optimization as well as the dynamic optimization. As seen in Equation 17, beta will
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describe the ratio of the magnitude of the wind to the magnitude of the aircraft’s airspeed.

χ defines the direction of the wind from east, as shown in Equation 18.
β=

Wind mag
VAircraft

χ = Wind Direction

(17)

(18)

With the winds direction and magnitude defined, the wind in the north direction, Wx, and
the wind in the east direction, Wy, can be calculated.

3.4 Parameter Scaling

In the given problem, there are three key parameters; velocity, turn radius, and
altitude. Of these parameters there are two dimensions associated; time and distance.
For parameter scaling, one of the three parameters must be expressed in terms of another.
For this research, the velocity and the turn radius where scaled to one and the altitude
will be expressed in the number of turn radiuses. For the generic portion of the
simulations, the parameters will be set as follows:
Velocity = V = 1

(19)

Turn Radius = r = 1

(20)

Altitude = d = 5* r

(21)

The time unit will be defined as the time required to fly one radius, and is given by the
distance, r , divided by the velocity, V , which in this case will be one.
To incorporate dimensions into the problem, a value must be chosen for the
velocity and either the altitude or the turn radius as outlined in Equations 19 through 21.
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With these two values chosen, the values and dimensions can be calculated for the turn
rate and the time unit using Equations 22 and 23 below.
length
]
time
ω = turn rate =
R [length]
V [

t = time unit =

(22)

R [length]
length
V [
]
time

(23)

The total time can be calculated by multiplying the time unit by the total number of time
steps, N . An example of the dimensionalization process is described below in Table 1.
Table 1 - Example of System Parameters with Dimensions
Parameter

Non-Dimensionalized

Dimensionalized

V - Velocity

1 [length/time]

choose V = 20 ft/sec

R - Turn Radius

1 [length]

choose R = 40 ft

d - Altitude
ω - turn rate

5*R [length]
V/R [radians/time]

d = 200 ft
ω = 0.5 rad/sec

t - time unit

R/V [time]

t = 2 sec

This example illustrates the typical flight parameters of a MAV, and were considered as
practical values for the purpose of this research. However, these parameters could be
scaled to any dimension desired for future work.

3.5 Dubins Path Calculation

One of the major issues of dynamic optimization is that it requires a realistic guess of
the correct flight path and time of flight to converge to an optimum answer. Therefore a
method was developed to give the optimization routine a good estimate of the vehicle’s
flight path. This estimate was developed using a Dubins path routine. The Dubins path
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routine is based on the concept that the shortest path to get from point A to point B is a
straight line. When you consider an initial and final heading angle, the shortest path
becomes a set of two curves of minimum radius and a straight line. This procedure was
developed as follows:
-

At the starting point of the aircraft, the vehicle can do one of three things,
minimum turn radius left, minimum turn radius right, or fly straight.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 9, two circles of minimum radius were
constructed as optional flight paths for the initial curve. To demonstrate, the
initial conditions were given as a starting point of x p = 0 , y p = 0 , and

θ o = 90o .

x0 = 0
y0 = 0
Initial Heading = 90 degrees

Figure 9 - Dubins Initial Turn

-

The same concept applies when the vehicle arrives at the target. It can fly
straight into the target, make a left turn to arrive at the target, or make a right
turn to arrive at the target. Again, two minimum turn radius circles were
constructed as optional flight paths for the final curve as shown in Figure 10.
The final conditions were given as x p = 6 , y p = 8 , and θ N = 180o .
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x0 = 6
y0 = 8
Final Heading = 180 degrees

Figure 10 - Dubins Final Turn

-

To complete the path, four iterations were conducted, one from each starting
circle to each final circle. For each of the four iterations, the algorithm
searched until the tangent vector of the initial circle equaled the tangent vector
of the final circle. Once those vectors were determined, a line was drawn to
connect the circles at the respective points and the final path was drawn. In
total, four tangent lines were drawn, one from each initial circle to each final
circle as seen below in Figure 11. One of those four paths is the shortest
distance from the initial position and heading to the final position and
heading.
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DUBINS Flight Path Set, β=0, χ=60
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Figure 11 - Dubins Flight Path without Wind

Now that a process for the shortest path has been determined, next the wind must
be incorporated. For the Dubins path model, a virtual moving target will account for the
wind. The virtual target will be given a velocity and heading equal and opposite to that
of the wind (McGee, 2005). Therefore as the aircraft attempts to put its sensor on the
virtual target, in actuality, since the wind has altered the vehicle’s flight path, the sensor
will be directly over the actual target. In other words, the air path of the vehicle’s sensor
will approach the virtual target; however, the ground path of the vehicle’s sensor will
approach the actual target.
The final obstacle was to determine how far the virtual target should travel before
it would be intercepted by the aircraft’s sensor footprint. This was accomplished in an
iterative approach with the time of flight of both the aircraft and the target. Once the
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simulation is started, the Dubins path is calculated from the initial point and heading to
the virtual target at each time step. Therefore, as the virtual target continues to move
equal and opposite to the wind, a new Dubins path is calculated. Once the time of flight
of the aircraft is equal to the time of flight of the virtual target, the final Dubins path is
calculated. Figure 12 below shows the same simulation as in Figure 11, however now the
aircraft must overcome a constant wind with β = 0.2 and χ = 60o .
DUBINS Flight Path Set, β=0.2, χ=60
8
7
6
5

North

4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2

0

2

4
East

6

8

10

Figure 12 - Dubins Path with Incorporated Wind

With the wind incorporated, the shortest flight path is calculated and the sensor
footprint is added into the algorithm as a fixed offset from the aircraft. Figure 13
displays the vehicle’s air path as well as the vehicle’s ground path. In addition to the
ground path, the asterisk depicts the position of the sensor footprint at each time step.
The square indicates the final target position. The virtual target path depicts the final
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position of the aircraft without regard to the offset distance required by the sensor
footprint.
DUBINS Flight Path Optimization, β=0.2, χ=60deg, Time=13.6819
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Figure 13 - Dubins Flight Path with Forward Sensor

Now that the Dubins path model produces a realistic flight path, these results can be
input as the initial flight path estimate for the dynamic optimization problem. This guess
is best utilized for the minimum time cost function. Any changes to the cost function,
that may include a path cost, may need a better guess for fmincon to accurately solve for
the optimal flight path.

3.6 Dynamic Optimization

Dynamic optimization was used in this research to solve three different problem
scenarios; each consisting of different cost functions or constraints. For each scenario, a
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free final time, fixed final state formulation was used. The variables in the problem are
defined below in Table 2.
Table 2 – Optimization Problem Variables
Aircraft Position

xp, y p

Forward Sensor Footprint Position

xs, y s

Side Sensor Footprint Position

xs, y s

Aircraft heading/Rate

θ/ω

Time Unit

Δt

Wind Heading

χ

Wind Magnitude

β

States

z = {xp, yp,,θ}

Control

ω for |1| ≥ ω
χ,β

Disturbances

The vehicle’s dynamics are described by the continuous equations of motion shown
below in Equations 24 through 26.
x = V cos θ + β cos χ

(24)

y = V sin θ + β sin χ

(25)

θ = ω

(26)

Utilizing these equations of motion, the following describes the discretized dynamic
optimization process for viewing targets with MAVs equipped with fixed sensors.
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3.6.1 Discretization Process

The results of this research are based on a first order Euler discretization of the
equations of motion. The first step in the discretization process is to express the
equations of motion in parametric form.
t •

x(t ) = x(t0 ) + ∫ x(t )dt

(27)

t0

t •

y (t ) = y (t0 ) + ∫ y (t )dt

(28)

t0

t •

θ (t ) = θ (t0 ) + ∫ θ (t )dt

(29)

t0

By defining a time interval, the state Equations 27 through 29 can be analyzed using
discrete time increments. The time interval will be defined as follows.
t0 < t < t f

(30)

By dividing the final time into N discrete steps, the time at each step is defined by the
following.
ti = t0 + N *+t

(31)

Using Equation 31, the system states can now be expressed at any i th time, as defined
below.
⎡ x(i ) ⎤
S (i ) = ⎢⎢ y (i ) ⎥⎥
⎢⎣θ (i ) ⎥⎦

for i = 0,1, 2,..., N

(32)

Now using a first order Euler discretization process, with Equations 27 through 29 in
parametric form, the state equations can be expressed.
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•
⎡
⎤
(
)
(i ) *+t ⎥
+
x
i
x
⎡ x(i + 1) ⎤ ⎢
•
⎢
⎥
S (i + 1) = f ( S (i ), u (i ),+t ) = ⎢⎢ y (i + 1) ⎥⎥ = ⎢ y (i ) + y (i ) *+t ⎥ for i = 0,1, 2,..., N − 1 (33)
•
⎥
⎢⎣θ (i + 1) ⎥⎦ ⎢
⎢θ (i ) + θ (i ) *+t ⎥
⎣
⎦

Finally, with the state equations in discrete form, they can be propagated forward in time
by optimization software to solve for an optimal solution.

3.6.2 Problem Setup
The objective function, defined below in Equation 34, will be used for the initial set
of minimum time results.

min J = φ ( x( N ),+t ) = N +t

(34)

u

The state equations that define the dynamics of the system, as well as the initial
conditions on those states are described below in Equations 35 through 40.
x p (i + 1) = f x ( z (i ), u (i ),+t ) = x p (i ) ++t (V cos θ (i ) + Wx (i ))

(35)

y p (i + 1) = f y ( z (i ), u (i ),+t ) = y p (i ) ++t (V sin θ (i ) + Wy (i ))

(36)

θ (i + 1) = f θ ( z (i ), u (i ),+t ) = θ (i ) + ω (i ) *+t

(37)

0 = x p (0) − x p 0

(38)

0 = y p (0) − y p 0

(39)

0 = θ (0) − θ 0

(40)
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Equations 41 through 43 below describe both the equality and terminal constraints placed
on the states. These constraints consider the placement of the forward mounted sensor as
well as the final “look angle” of the vehicle.

ψ x ( z ( N ),+t ) = ( xsensor − xtarget )

for xsensor = ( xp ( N + 1) + d cos θ ( N + 1))

(41)

ψ y ( z ( N ),+t ) = ( ysensor − ytarget )

for ysensor = ( yp ( N + 1) + d sin θ ( N + 1))

(42)

ψ θ ( z ( N ),+t ) = θ ( N + 1) − θ f

(43)

The equations outlined above provide all of the information required to solve the
dynamic optimization problem using the optimization software in Matlab.
3.6.3 Necessary Conditions for Optimality
The gradient is calculated in an attempt to solve for an analytical solution. It also can
provide useful information regarding the accuracy of the optimization results. Using the
state Equations 35 through 37 adjoined with Lagrange multipliers, the Hamiltonian can
be formed.
H(z(i ), u (i ),+t ) = λ x T (i + 1)[ x p (i ) ++t (V cos θ (i )) + Wx (i )] + ...
T
λ (i + 1)[ y p (i ) ++t (V sin θ (i) + Wy (i)] + λ θ (i + 1)[θ (i ) + ω (i)+t ]

(44)

yT

The augmented cost function, Equation 46, can then be formed with the Hamiltonian and
the augmented terminal cost shown in Equation 45, which describes the terminal cost
adjoined with the terminal constraints.
Φ ( z ( N ),+t ) = N +t + υ x T [( xs − xt )] + υ y T [( ys − yt )] + υ θ T [(θ ( N + 1) − θ t )]
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(45)

J = Φ ( z ( N ),+t ) − λ x T ( N ) x p ( N ) − λ y T ( N ) y p ( N ) − λ θ T ( N )θ ( N ) + ...
N

T
T
T
λ x (0) x p 0 + λ y ( N ) y p 0 + λ θ ( N )θ 0 + ∑ [ H (z(i ), u (i ),+t ) − ...

(46)

i =1

T
T
T
λ x (i) x p (i ) − λ y (i ) y p (i ) − λ θ (i )θ (i)]

The co-states are formed by taking the gradient of the Hamiltonian (44) with respect to
each state variable.
T
T
λ x (i ) = H x ( z (i ), u (i ),+t ) = λ x (i + 1)

(47)

T
T
λ y (i ) = H y ( z (i ), u (i ),+t ) = λ y (i + 1)

(48)

T
T
λ θ (i ) = Hθ ( z (i ), u (i ),+t ) = −λ x (i + 1)+tV sin θ (i ) + ...
T
T
λ y (i + 1)+tV cos θ (i) + λ θ (i + 1)

(49)

The final co-states are formed by taking the gradient of the augmented terminal cost Φ
(45) with respect to each state variable.
T
λ x ( N ) = Φ x ( z ( N ),+t ) = υ x

(50)

T
λ y ( N ) = Φ y ( z ( N ),+t ) = υ y

(51)

T
x
y
θ
λ θ ( N ) = Φθ ( z ( N ),+t ) = −λ (i )d sin θ ( N + 1) + λ (i ) cos θ ( N + 1) + υ

(52)

The optimality criterion is now expressed as the gradient of the Hamiltonian (44) with
respect to the control, u (i ) .
H u (z(i ), u (i ),+t ) = λ θ T (i + 1)+t = 0

(53)

Finally, since we are solving a minimum time problem, the transversality criterion is
needed to solve for the additional +t variable. This equation is found by adding
Equations 44 and 45 and taking the gradient with respect to the time step, which gives,
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N

N + ∑[λ x (i + 1)[V cos θ (i ) + Wx ] + λ y T (i + 1)[V sin θ (i ) + Wy ] + ...
T

i =1

(54)

λ (i + 1)[ω (i )]] = 0
θT

Utilizing these equations, the co-states of Equations 47 through 49 can be solved starting
with estimated values of the final co-state from Equations 50 through 52. Additionally,
the state equations can be solved starting with the initial conditions to the states.

3.7 Flight Path Variations

This research considered three different flight path variations. The first path
determined consists of the minimum time for the aircraft to get from an initial point and
heading to a final point and heading with a constrained turn radius. The second path
evaluates the scenario of an aircraft flying between two buildings, where the vehicle’s
turn radius is larger than the corridor in which it needs to fly. The final case utilizes both
the forward mounted sensor as well as the side mounted sensor to find a stationary target
in a minimum time fashion, and then continually tracks that target for any duration of
time.
3.7.1 Minimum Flight Time with Forward Sensor
The minimum time flight path consisted of flying an aircraft from an initial point and
heading to a final point and heading utilizing the forward mounted sensor. For this
scenario, the Dubins path simulation, described in Section 3.5, provides a very realistic
initial guess to the optimization software. This allows for the optimization software to
iterate on a good solution until it finds the best solution possible. In total, three
simulations were run to determine the robustness of the model. Based on an initial set of
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conditions, the final target viewing angle and the heading of the wind were individually
varied from 0 – 360 degrees in five-degree increments. Additionally, the aircraft was
required to always take-off into the wind. Therefore, as the wind direction varied, the
initial heading of the vehicle was varied as well. The magnitude of the wind, β , was
also varied from 0 to 70% in 2% increments.
The dynamic optimization setup for this problem is the same as outlined in the
problem setup of Section 3.6.2.
3.7.2 Minimum Flight Time with Side Sensor
This minimum time flight path consisted of flying an aircraft from an initial position
and heading to a final position, regardless of the final heading, utilizing only the side
sensor of the MAV. One of the concerns of target tacking is that once a target is found, it
may have to be monitored for an extended duration of time. There are two
methodologies for accomplishing this task. The first method is to find the target with the
forward mounted sensor in minimum time fashion, then transition to the side sensor
along an orbital track. The concern with this method is the target will not be monitored
during the transition period. The second method is to utilize only the side sensor.
Therefore, once the sensor is placed on the target, the vehicle will be in position to follow
an orbital track, and no transition will be required. As a result, the target will be
monitored continually throughout the flight path. To evaluate these two methodologies,
the minimum flight time using only the forward sensor and the minimum flight time
using only the side sensor will be compared.
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To accomplish this dynamic optimization, a path estimation needed to be developed
for utilizing the side sensor. In order for the footprint of the side sensor to be placed on
the target, the vehicle will be required to fly to a point on a circle around the target of
radius d E , with a heading vector tangent to that circle. Therefore, the Dubins path
methodology was utilized to determine the shortest path from the initial conditions to a
point and heading on this circle. This path was then implemented into the optimization
software as the initial guess to the system. The optimization procedure for this
simulation are the exact same as those utilized for the forward sensor simulation detailed
above in Section 3.7.1, with the exception of the constraints placed on the states. For
both the forward sensor and side sensor flight paths, the final heading constraints will be
omitted. Additionally, the constraints for the side sensors flight path will be replaced
with Equations 55 and 56 below. These two equations express the difference in the
position of the footprint of the side sensor with the position of the target.

ψ x ( z ( N ),+t ) = ( xsensor − xtarget )

for xsensor = xp ( N + 1) + d cos(θ ( N + 1) + π / 2) (55)

ψ y ( z ( N ),+t ) = ( ysensor − ytarget )

for ysensor = yp ( N + 1) + d sin(θ ( N + 1) + π / 2) (56)

3.7.3 Flight Path through an Urban Canyon
The next phase of the research was to consider flight through an urban canyon. In the
previous results, the shortest flight path was found based on the vehicles minimum radius
turn. However, in an urban canyon, the vehicle may be required to fly between buildings
where there may not be enough distance for a minimum radius turn. In other words, if
the vehicle flew the profile above, it may fly into the side of a building and be destroyed.
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Therefore, the objective was to fly in a straight line to the target. When the aircraft
approaches the final position, it will adjust to put the sensor footprint over the target at
the desired angle. For this scenario a new cost function was implemented; however, the
Dubins path, as developed for the first model, will no longer give an accurate initial
guess to the problem and therefore must be augmented to estimate the optimal path. This
augmented path consists of an initial Dubins path to get the aircraft on the straight line
solution. Once on that line, the aircraft maintains a constant heading until it comes
within close proximity of the target. At this point, a second Dubins path is flown to put
the sensor footprint on that target.
The new cost function for this scenario is described below in Equation 57. The
remainder of the optimization problem is the same as described in the problem setup of
section 3.6.2.
N

min J = φ ( x( N )) = N +t + ∑ (
u

i =1

y (i ) y f 2
− )
x(i ) x f

(57)

This new cost function consists of a minimum time terminal cost, as well as a path cost
that encourages the optimization to keep the flight path at a constant angle. First, the
current flight angle of the aircraft is calculated. This angle is then subtracted by the final
angle and that quantity is squared. This process is described below in Figure 14 by
minimizing the error between φCurrent and φFinal . By minimizing the deviation of these
angles, the aircraft will fly the straight-line path to the final position. The problem
formulation postpones maneuvering to obtain the required final heading until it cannot be
postponed anymore and still view the target with the specified viewing angle.
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Figure 14 - MAV Flight Angle Characterization

φCurrent = y (i ) / x(i )

(58)

φFinal = y f / x f

(59)

3.7.4 Continuous Tracking for Dual Sensors
Now, consider the case where the stationary target needs to be viewed from all
angles, or the target needs to be monitored for some duration of time. This can be
accomplished by using the side sensor of the vehicle, which is mounted at a 30-degree
angle to the vertical as described previously in Figure 6. The vehicle will find the target
similar to the methods described above using the forward mounted sensor. Once it has
acquired the target, the vehicle will transition into an orbital pattern to continuously view
the target with its side mounted sensor, while accounting for a constant wind.
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For this research, only a point mass model is utilized. Therefore, as the aircraft
begins to fly its orbit, it will not bank, but will fly its orbit keeping wings level. This will
keep the sensor footprint a fixed distance from the aircraft.
To accomplish this scenario, the optimization was broken into three separate phases.
In the first phase, the vehicle used its forward mounted sensor to view the target as
quickly as possible without requiring a desired viewing angle. As soon as the target was
in sight with the forward mounted sensor, the vehicle adjusted its flight path such that the
side-mounted sensor was placed on the target, again in minimal time. This is
accomplished in the transition stage where, for a sensor mounted out the left side of the
vehicle, it is optimum for the vehicle to fly a partial right turn. This would put the
aircraft on a pseudo circular orbit such that the time the side sensor is fixed on the target
is optimized.
The initial flight path consisted of the same problem setup as discussed above in
Section 3.6.2 with one exception. Since there is no requirement for the final target
viewing angle, the final heading constraint of Equation 40 will not be implemented. This
allows the vehicle to put its sensor on the target as quickly as possible.
The second flight path will have the same minimum time cost function; however, the
sensor constraints placed on the system will utilize the side sensor. The constraints
implemented for this path are the same as the minimum time side sensor constraints
expressed in Equations 55 and 56.
The final flight path will no longer exploit a minimum time cost function. The
new cost function consisted of a path cost that will require the sensor footprint to remain
on the target throughout the flight. This cost function is described below in Equation 60.
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N

2
2
min J = φ ( x( N )) = ∑ ⎡⎣( xs (i ) − x f ) + ( ys (i ) − y f ) ⎤⎦
u

(60)

i =1

Additionally, a new constraint is added to give a terminal condition to the simulation. In
this case, the orbital path is broken into four sections. Therefore, this path will need to be
run four times to complete the final flight path. The constraints that must be satisfied for
this scenario are Equations 55, 56 and an additional constraint to provide a final required
heading for the vehicle, described below in Equation 61.

ψ y (θ ( N ),+t ) = θ ( N + 1) − (θ (1) − π / 2)

(61)

Combining these four paths will result in the optimum flight path for viewing targets with
dual sensors in a constant wind under these constraints.

3.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter provided the fundamental equations and parameters required for the
three different optimization scenarios. With the optimization equations defined, and an
adequate initial guess for the solution with the Dubins path, the Matlab optimization
toolbox was used for optimal flight path planning.
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4. Test Results and Analysis
4.1 Overview

Chapter 4 presents the results of the research conducted for this thesis. Section 4.2
presents the path planning for the minimum time scenario. This includes the Dubins path
that is used as the initial guess for the optimization software. The plots of the Dubins
path depict both the air path and ground path of the vehicle as well as the position of the
sensor and target at each time step. The optimized flight path only shows the ground
path of the vehicle but does include the sensor and target positions. Section 4.2 is
followed by an analytical solution to the minimum time problem which provides valuable
information that shows the accuracy of the numerical solution. This is followed by path
planning results for both the urban canyon scenario as well as the dual sensor scenario.

4.2 Minimum Flight Time with Forward Sensor Results

The results for the dynamic optimization are based on an initial set of parameters.
These parameters, shown below in Table 3, were chosen as the base case for this scenario
and will be referred to throughout this section
Table 3 - Initial Parameters for the Minimum Time Scenario
Start Position

(0,0)
o

Initial heading

90

Wind Magnitude, β

0.4
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Final Position

(30,0)

Final Heading

180o

Wind Direction, χ

270o

This scenario utilizes Dubins Path as an initial guess for the simulation software. Figure
15 below shows the Dubins path as well as the time calculated to fly that path. The
process to develop this plot is as described in Section 3.5.
DUBINS Flight Path Optimization, β=0.4, χ=270deg, Time=41.2405
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Figure 15 - Dubins Flight Path for Min Time Solution

The control for this flight path is input into the dynamic optimization as an initial guess
for the optimal solution. The final optimized flight path is shown below in Figure 16.
Again, the sensor footprint is represented by the asterisk, the target position is displayed
as a square at position (30, 0) , and the arrow vectors indicate the vehicles heading.
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FMINCON Flight Path Optimization, β=0.4, χ=270deg, Time=40.9934
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Figure 16 - Optimized Flight Path for Min Time Solution

This shows an optimal flight path for the given scenario. By varying critical
parameters to the flight path, the robustness of the optimization algorithm is tested. The
first case considered wind headings over a 360-degree spectrum. For the scenario, the
vehicle will always be required to take-off with an initial heading directly into the wind.
Therefore as the wind heading is varied over 360-degrees, the initial heading will also be
varied. The results show a smooth surface plot, as seen in Figure 17A, which describes
the flight time against the vehicles heading over the range of the wind heading. Figure
17(B – D) will describe each face of this surface plot. Figure 17B shows the flight time
compared to the changing winds, which show a maximum flight time when there is a
direct head wind, and min flight time when there is direct tail wind. Figure 17C shows
the vehicle’s heading compared to the changing winds. This proves accurate, showing
the aircraft’s heading varies drastically based on whether the wind approaches from the
right or left side of the aircraft. Finally, Figure 17D shows the relationship of the
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vehicles heading to the time of flight. This gives an indication of omega, ω , which again
is the change in heading over the course of the flight and is used as the control to the
system.

Figure 17 - Surface Plots - Varying Wind Heading with the Min Time Scenario

To aid in the comprehension of Figure 17, Figures B,C, and D are shown again
for specific wind values. This gives an indication of exactly what is occurring over the
course of a flight. The following plots describe a flight path for winds at 45, 135, 225,
and 315 degrees. This is just four of the seventy-two individual occurrences that are
shown above in Figure 17. Figure 18 below takes a closer look at Figure 17B, which
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considers the wind heading verses the path flight time. This plot verifies that the time of
flight will increase as an increasing head wind acts on the vehicle.
Wind Heading vs Fight Time
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Figure 18 - Min Time Wind Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Heading

In evaluating Figure 17C, the same four wind values are shown to describe the aircraft’s
heading verses the wind heading. This is shown below in Figure 19 and describes the
range of the vehicle’s headings used throughout the flight path. This plot gives an
indication of whether the vehicle flies north or south of the target.
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Vehicle Heading vs Wind Heading
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Figure 19 - Min Time Aircraft Heading vs Wind Heading; Varied Wind Heading

Finally in evaluating Figure 17D, the same four wind values are shown to describe the
aircraft heading verses the wind heading. This is shown below in Figure 20. This plot
verifies that after the aircraft adjusts from its initial heading, and before it accounts for
the final target viewing angle, the aircraft’s heading is constant, as it is accounting for the
constant wind. It also gives an indication of the turn rate that is required by the vehicle.
Additionally, it can be seen that the initial heading is changing, based on the wind
direction.
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Vehicle Heading vs Flight time
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Figure 20 - Min Time Aircraft Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Heading

The second case evaluated the change in the final viewing angle of the target over
a 360-degree spectrum per the base case. Here Figure 21(A – D) is described in the same
manner as above in Figure 17. Figure 21A shows a smooth surface plot across the range
of target-viewing angles. Figure 21B describes the flight time as the target-viewing angle
is varied. The aircraft heading compared to the target-viewing angle is shown in Figure
21C. Finally, the rate of change of the vehicles heading is shown in Figure 21D.
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Figure 21 - Surface Plots - Varying Final Heading with the Min Time Scenario

Again, a better understanding of Figure 21 can be achieved by evaluating plots B through
D, which describe each face of the surface. For each of these cases, the following four
different target viewing angles will be viewed; 45 degrees, 135 degrees, 225 degrees, and
315 degrees. Below in Figure 22, the target-viewing angle is plotted against the total
time of the flight path. This shows that the longest flight time will occur for when the
aircraft is required to view the target at 180 degrees opposite for which it approaches the
target.
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Target View Angle vs Fight Time
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Figure 22 - Min Time Target View Angle vs Flight Time; Varied Target Angle

Next, the aircraft’s heading is plotted against the target-viewing angle. The four chosen
viewing angles are shown below in Figure 23. This is a subset of Figure 21C and
describes the range of headings that is required for the aircraft to complete the
simulation.
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Vehicle Heading vs Target View Angle
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Figure 23 - Min Time Aircraft Heading vs Target View Angle; Varied Target Angle

Finally, the aircraft’s heading is plotted against the flight time and is shown in Figure 24.
Again, this depicts the heading rate of the aircraft as well as the crab angle required to
offset the wind. This is a subset of Figure 21D.
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Figure 24 - Min Time Vehicle Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Target Angle
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The final case evaluates the change in the magnitude of the wind per the base
case. Here the wind to aircraft ratio is varied from zero wind to seventy percent wind.
This case is shown below in Figure 25(A-D). Figure 25A shows a relatively smooth
surface plot for a varied wind magnitude. Slight perturbations to the optimal flight paths
can be seen as the wind magnitude reaches seventy percent of the MAVs speed. Figure
25B describes the flight time as the wind magnitude increases. Figure 25C evaluates the
vehicle’s heading for changing wind magnitudes. Figure 25D describes the rate of
change of the MAVs heading over the course of the flight.

Figure 25 - Surface Plots - Varying Wind Speed with the Min Time Scenario
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Plots B through D are again shown in more detail by evaluating four separate cases. The
wind will be shown below at 14%, 28%, 42%, and 56%. The first plot evaluated
compares the wind speed against the flight time. This is shown below in Figure 26, and
proves to be accurate, showing the time of flight increases as a stronger wind is applied
to the MAV. This requires a greater crab angle to accurately reach the target, which
ultimately increases the total flight time.
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Figure 26 - Min Time Wind Magnitude vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Speed

The next figure evaluates the aircraft’s heading against the wind magnitude. This is
shown below in Figure 27, which shows very little change in the range of the MAVs
heading based on changing wind magnitudes.
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Vehicle Heading vs Wind Magnitude, β
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Figure 27 - Min Time Vehicle Heading vs Wind Magnitude; Varied Wind Speed

Finally, Figure 28 below describes the aircraft’s heading to the flight time per changing
wind magnitude. This plot shows that as the wind continues to grow stronger in
magnitude, the vehicle’s heading must adjust to remain on the desired flight path.
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Figure 28 - Min Time Vehicle Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Speed
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Each of these cases proves the accuracy and the robustness of the results. It is shown that
with a good guess provided by the Dubins path, an accurate solution can be found for the
optimal flight path.

4.3 Minimum Time Flight with Side Sensor Results

The results for this section compare the minimum flight time of a MAV when using
either a forward mounted sensor or a side mounted sensor.
4.3.1 Flight Path Estimation
A Dubins path was used to give an estimation of the optimal flight path to the
optimization software. When considering the optimal flight with the forward mounted
sensor, the Dubins path is determined using the same procedures as discussed in section
3.5. However, when the side mounted sensor is utilized, that path is no longer adequate.
For this case, the aircraft is required to start at an initial position and heading and fly to a
circle around the target with a heading vector tangent to that circle. The radius of the
circle must equal d E , which has been defined previously as the distance the footprint of
the side sensor appears next to the aircraft. With these conditions satisfied, the sensor
footprint will directly line up with the target. A Dubins path was calculated for numerous
points on this circle. This procedure is shown below in Figure 29.
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DUBINS Flight Path Optimization, β=0.2, χ=60deg, Time=29.9
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Figure 29 - Iteration of Dubins Path for Side Sensor

Choosing the shortest of these paths, the final path estimation is shown below in Figure
30, and is then used as the initial flight path estimation into the optimization software.
This plot shows a sensor footprint distance equal to zero, the path of the virtual target,
and both the ground and air path of the vehicle.
DUBINS Flight Path Optimization, β=0.2, χ=60deg, Time=26.1134
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Figure 30 - Minimum Time Path for Dubins Estimation with Side Sensor

4.3.2 Optimization Results
The objective of this scenario is to compare the minimum flight time using the
forward sensor against the minimum flight time using the side sensor. This simulation
was run for three different sets of parameters, each adjusting the values for both the wind
magnitude and heading. These parameters are expressed below in Table 4.
Table 4 - Parameters to Compare Forward and Side Sensor
Start Position

(0,0)

Final Position

(30,0)

Initial heading

χ - 180o

Final Heading

no constraint

Wind Direction, χ

0o, 180o, 270o

Wind Magnitude, β

0, 0.2, 0.5

The figures below describe the flight paths using both the forward mounted sensor
and the side mounted sensor given the parameters expressed in Table 4. The sensor
footprint is depicted in each figure as the asterisk, the target position is shown as square
located at position (30, 0) , and the arrows show the heading of the aircraft. The first set
of plots, shown below in Figure 31, depict a wind heading of zero-degrees and wind
magnitude of 50 percent of the aircraft velocity for the forward mounted sensor and the
side mounted sensor respectively.
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FMINCON Flight Path Optimization, β=0.5, χ=0deg, Time=18.9519
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Figure 31 - Minimum Time Flight for Forward and Side Sensors,

χ = 0, β = 0.5

The second set of plots, shown below in Figure 32, depict a wind heading of 180degrees and wind magnitude of 50 percent of the aircraft’s velocity for the forward
mounted sensor and the side mounted sensor respectively.
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The third set of plots, shown below in Figure 33, depict an initial heading of 270degrees and wind magnitude of 50 percent of the aircraft’s velocity for the forward
mounted sensor and the side mounted sensor respectively.
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Figure 33 - Minimum Time Flight for Forward and Side Sensors,

χ = 270, β = 0.5

Finally, the results from these parameters are summarized below in Table 5. The
difference of the flight times are calculated and shown as the delta, which describes the
additional time required for the footprint of the side sensor to be placed on the target.
Table 5 - Forward Sensor vs Side Sensor Flight Time Results
β

Time Units for
Forward Sensor

0

o

0

28.4922

30.9612

2.469

0

o

0.2

23.7143

25.7843

2.07

0

o

χ (deg)

Time Units for
Side Sensor

Δ

0.5

18.9518

20.6191

1.6673

180

o

0

25

27.4566

2.4566

180

o

0.2

31.25

34.2917

3.0417

180

o

0.5

50

54.7336

4.7336

270

o

0

25.7268

28.1952

2.4684

270

o

0.2

25.9898

28.5294

2.5396

270

o

0.5

28.5399

31.6624

3.1225
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These results show that over a wide range of flight parameters, the difference between the
flight times when using the forward mounted sensor verses the side mounted sensor can
become quite substantial. This may or may not be of significance based on the
dimensions of the problem or the situation upon which the vehicle is being used.
However it does provide a tool to compare the utility of the forward and side mounted
sensors.

4.4 Minimum Time Analytical Solution

An analytical solution is desired for a few reasons. First, it solidifies the results
obtained using numerical optimization. Second, it can lead to the development of a
control law to be implemented with a flight auto-pilot.
Evaluating the co-state Equations 47 and 48, it is seen that λ x (i ) and λ y (i ) will
remain constant throughout the flight profile, and additionally will equal the Lagrange
multipliers of the final co-states expressed in Equations 50 and 51. The optimality
criterion shows that λ θ (i ) must equal zero. Therefore the aircraft heading can now be
expressed in terms of the co-states as shown below.

tan θ =

λ y (i + 1) υ y
=
λ x (i + 1) υ x

(62)

Equation 62 proves that the aircraft heading, θ , will be constant throughout the flight
profile. With that being known, the transversality criterion can now be used in
conjunction with Equation 62 to determine υ x and υ y in terms of θ .
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υx =

−1
V *cos θ + Wx + tan θ *V *sin θ + tan θ *Wy

(63)

υy =

− tan θ
V *cos θ + Wx + tan θ *V *sin θ + tan θ *Wy

(64)

Utilizing Equations 63 and 64 along with the final co-state equation for λ θ , the Lagrange
multiplier υ θ can be solved. This is expressed below in Equation 65.

υ θ = υ x d sin θ ( N + 1) − υ y d cos θ ( N + 1)

(65)

Equations 63 through 65 are expressed in terms of the constant flight angle. Given a
value for this heading angle, the Lagrange multipliers of the final co-states can be
calculated. The values of the Lagrange multipliers were chosen to be solved for because
these values can be attained both from the analytical solution described above as well as
from the output of the numerical solution. However, to achieve consistent results, the
constraint placed on the turn rate ω must be omitted from the numerical solution since
the analytical solution does not account for this constraint. Additionally, there will be no
constraint placed on the initial heading of the aircraft. Given these conditions, the
optimal path is shown below in Figure 34.
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FMINCON Flight Path Optimization, β=0.4, χ=270deg, Time=27.2772
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Figure 34 – Simulation for Analytical Solution

The flight path consists of a constant heading which offsets the wind. With this
heading value known, Equations 63 through 65 are evaluated to determine the values of
the Lagrange multipliers of the final co-states. These values are compared to those
output form the simulation software and are shown below in Table 6.
Table 6 - Comparison of Analytical and Numerical Solution
θ (deg)

υx

υy

υθ

Numerical Solution

23.5782

-1.0911

-0.4762

2.3813

Analytical Solution

23.5782

-1.0911

-0.4762

2.3810

This verifies the numerical solution found by the optimization software provides an
optimal solution.

4.5 Urban Canyon Results
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When attempting to fly through an urban canyon, the straight-line solution is utilized.
The aircraft is instructed to fly the optimal path to the target, while minimizing the
deviation from a line drawn directly between the starting point and the target. This path
results in a set of initial minimum radius turns directing the aircraft at the target, followed
by a straight line path, and is completed with the aircraft adjusting to put its sensor on the
target at the required angle.
4.5.1 Flight Path Estimation
The original Dubins path that was created for the minimum time scenario could no
longer be used for this method. Figure 35 below shows the modified Dubins flight path
that was calculated as the initial guess for the optimization software.

DUBINS Flight Path Optimization, β=0.2, χ=60deg, Time=36.4756
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Figure 35 - Dubins Path Estimation for Urban Canyon Flight Path
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Since the aircraft is instructed to fly the straight line path to the target, two Dubins paths
were constructed. The first path estimates the aircraft’s trajectory from the initial
position and heading to the straight line solution. This path was accomplished in the
length of three turn radiuses. Additionally, the sensor footprint was disregarded during
this initial path since only the aircraft’s position is of concern. The second Dubins path
estimates the aircraft’s trajectory starting at ten turn radii from the target while including
the sensor footprint distance. The distances chosen for these results are not optimal;
however, the estimated path is adequate for the optimization to obtain a solution.
4.5.2 Optimization Results
The results for the dynamic optimization are based off an initial set of parameters.
These parameters, shown below in Table 7, were chosen as the base case for this scenario
and will be referred to throughout this section. It should be noted that the initial heading
angle has been changed from the minimum time scenario. For the urban canyon scenario,
the vehicle is required to follow a desired path, and therefore the initial heading of the
vehicle will be directed 45 degrees towards that path. Due to these requirements, the
initial heading will not vary with the wind heading in this scenario.
Table 7 - Initial Parameters for the Urban Canyon Scenario
Start Position

(0,0)
o

Initial heading

45

Wind Magnitude, β

0.2

Final Position

(30,0)

Final Heading

180o

Wind Direction, χ

60o

Utilizing an estimated flight path from the Dubins path solution, the optimal flight path,
per the base parameters, is determined and shown below in Figure 36.
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FMINCON Flight Path Optimization, β=0.2, χ=60deg, Time=35.1168
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Figure 36 - Optimization Solution for Urban Canyon Scenario

This scenario was tested for robustness by varying three of the main parameters,
wind heading, wind speed, and final target-viewing angle. These results are shown
below and are displayed in the same manner as the minimum time scenario.
The first simulation varied the wind heading over 360 degrees in five-degree
increments. Figure 37 below describes the surface plot for this simulation. The four subplots are described exactly as those for the minimum time scenario in Figure 17.
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Figure 37 - Surface Plots - Varying Wind Heading with the Urban Canyon Scenario

These plots show consistent results over the course of the simulation. Figure 37B through
D will be discussed further below for four individual wind headings. This will give a
better indication of exactly what is occurring in these plots. The first plot to be evaluated
compares the wind heading to the flight time and is shown below in Figure 38. This
figure is a subset of Figure 37B, which shows accurate results as the flight time increases
with an increasing head wind on the MAV.
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Wind Heading vs Fight Time
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Figure 38 - Urban Canyon Wind Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Heading

To get a better understanding of Figure 37C, Figure 39 below shows the vehicle’s
heading plotted against the wind heading. This plot describes the range of the vehicles
heading over the course of an individual flight path. This range depends on the crab
angle the aircraft must take to account for the direction of the wind and also indicates if
the aircraft travels north or south of the target.
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Vehicle Heading vs Wind Heading
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Figure 39 - Urban Canyon Aircraft Heading vs Wind Heading; Varied Wind Heading

Finally a subset of Figure 37D is described below in Figure 40. This figure shows the
vehicle’s heading over the course of the flight path. The initial curve in the figure
describes the aircraft adjusting from an initial position to the straight line solution. The
constant heading, shown in the center portion of the figure, accounts for the path cost
which requires the MAV to fly directly to the target. The third portion of the figure
describes the vehicle’s headings for which the target will accurately be viewed.
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Vehicle Heading vs Flight time
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Figure 40 - Urban Canyon Vehicle Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Heading

The second simulation run for this scenario varied the target viewing angle over
360 degrees in five degree increments. The parameters used for the simulation were the
same as described in Table 7. Figure 41 below illustrates the surface plots developed
from the simulation. The four sub-plots are described exactly as those for the minimum
time scenario in Figure 21.
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Figure 41 - Surface Plots - Varying Target Angle with the Urban Canyon Scenario

Figure 42 below describes a subset of Figure 41B. Four target viewing angles were
chosen to better describe the plots in Figure 41. The results of this plot remain consistent
with previous scenarios in that the flight time is heavily dependent on the angle at which
the aircraft is required to view the target.
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Target View Angle vs Fight Time
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Figure 42 - Urban Canyon Wind Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Target Angle

Taking a closer look at Figure 41C, the vehicle’s heading is plotted against the target
viewing angle below in Figure 43. This describes the range in the aircraft’s heading as
the target viewing angle is varied. It can easily been seen that a greater heading range is
needed when the target viewing angle is opposite the current aircraft heading.
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Vehicle Heading vs Target View Angle
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Figure 43 - Urban Canyon Aircraft Heading vs Wind Heading; Varied Target Angle

Finally, the vehicle’s heading is plotted over the course of the flight and is shown below
in Figure 44. This figure describes a subset of Figure 41D. The first curve, as well as the
constant heading, remains unchanged throughout this simulation. The only variance in
this plot is seen as the vehicle adjusts for the final target view angle.
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Vehicle Heading vs Flight time
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Figure 44 - Urban Canyon Vehicle Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Target Angle

The final simulation for this scenario varied the wind magnitude from zero to 70 percent
of the aircraft’s velocity. The surface plots for this case are shown below in Figure 45.
The four sub-plots are described exactly as those for the minimum time scenario in
Figure 25 and are described in more detail with four individual wind values.
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Figure 45 - Surface Plots - Varying Wind Magnitude with the Urban Canyon Scenario

Figure 45B is described in more detail below in Figure 46 for four individual flight paths.
The results show that the minimum time flight under these parameters occurs at a wind
speed of 54 percent of the MAV’s velocity. This is better seen in Figure 45B and is a
result of the MAV’s crab angle taken to account for the wind. As the crab angle
continues to increase to account for the wind, there comes a point where the vehicles
velocity vector in the North direction will become greater then that of the East direction.
This will result in a slower flight time. This transition occurs when β = .54 .
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Wind Magnitude, β vs Fight Time
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Figure 46 - Urban Canyon Wind Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Magnitude

For this simulation, the ideal crab angle and the initial vehicle’s heading differ by almost
90 degrees. Because of this, the range of the vehicle’s headings throughout the flight
profile is greatly varied and almost unchanged as the wind magnitude is increased. This
is shown below in Figure 47, which describes a subset of Figure 45C.
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Figure 47 - Urban Canyon Aircraft Heading vs Wind Heading; Varied Wind Magnitude
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Figure 48 below is a subset of Figure 45D and depicts the vehicle’s heading over the
course of the flight. This plot shows the same desired path being flown, however, the
vehicle’s heading is slightly offset as the winds continue to increase. This is
representative of the vehicle’s crab angle taken to account for the wind.
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Figure 48 - Urban Canyon Vehicle Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Magnitude

The three simulations run for this scenario prove the accuracy and robustness of
the algorithm. With an initial heading constrained to approximately

+

−

45 degrees, an

optimal path can be found for any wind heading and magnitude as well as any target
viewing angle.

4.6 Target Tracking Results

In the previous scenarios, the aircraft has only been required to view the target at a
desired angle. The follow scenario will consider the case where the aircraft must keep its
sensor on the target for an extended period of time. In doing this, it will utilize both the
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front and side sensor. The flight path will be a culmination of three optimal paths. The
first will consist of a minimum time path to get the aircraft’s forward sensor on the target.
The second will be a transition stage, which consists of the aircraft adjusting its flight to
put its side sensor on the target. The final stage is an orbital pattern for which the aircraft
attempts to adjust for the wind, while continuously tracking the target with its side
sensor.
4.6.1 Flight Path Estimation
For this case, the Dubins path will only be utilized for the initial flight path using the
forward sensor. The final target angle given for the Dubins path is an angle of zero
degrees. This will not be the most optimal path to get the sensor on target, but it is an
adequate initial guess for the optimization to converge to an optimal solution. Figure 49
below shows the path estimation for the forward sensor.
1

DUBINS Flight Path Optimization, β=0.2, χ=60deg, Time=23.9902
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Figure 49 - Dubins Path for Dual Camera Scenario
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For the next two path segments the initial guess for the flight path was hard coded
into the software. Since the vertical angle of the side camera is fifteen degrees less than
the forward sensor, it can be seen the aircraft will need to make a quarter turn in the
direction opposite the sensor footprint prior to initiating its orbit. Therefore the flight
path guess given to fmincon will consist of a maximum right turn. For the final orbital
path, it was estimated that the aircraft should fly an orbit with a turn rate of
approximately fifteen percent of the maximum. With this data given as the estimated
flight path, fmincon was able to converge to a solution.
4.6.2 Optimization Results
The results for the dynamic optimization are based off an initial set of parameters.
These parameters, shown below in Table 8, were chosen as the base case for this scenario
and will be referred to throughout this section.
Table 8 - Initial Parameters for Dual Sensor Scenario
Start Position
Initial heading
Wind Magnitude, β

(0,0)
240o
0.2

Final Position
Final Heading
Wind Direction, χ

(30,0)
No constraint
60o

Below in Figure 50 the first stage of the flight path is shown. This is the optimum flight
path the aircraft needs to fly in order to accurately put its forward mounted sensor on the
target in the shortest period of time. A circle is also shown around the target which
indicates the path the vehicle would take if there was no wind to alter the vehicles flight.
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FMINCON Flight Path Optimization, β=0.2, χ=60deg, Time=24.1245
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Figure 50 - Forward Sensor Dual Camera for Variable Winds

Figure 51 shows the second stage of the aircraft’s flight as it transitions from the
forward mounted sensor to the side mounted sensor. This depicts the minimum time
solution to get the forward mounted sensor on the target followed by the side sensor.
FMINCON Flight Path Optimization, β=0.2, χ=60deg, Time=26.4246
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Figure 51 - Dual Sensor Transition for Variable Winds
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Finally, Figure 52 shows the entire flight that will maximize the time the target
can be viewed in a constant wind setting.
FMINCON Flight Path Optimization, β=0.2, χ=60deg, Time=45.2539
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Figure 52 - Complete Dual Sensor Flight Path for Variable Winds

Assuming the wind magnitude was set to zero, the sensor footprint would remain on the
target and the aircraft would fly a perfect circle around the target. However, when a
constant wind is applied, it is impossible to continuously track the target with the vehicle
modeled as point mass and a sensor footprint modeled as a point source. Therefore the
flight path must be optimized to maximize the time the sensor is over the target.

To test the accuracy of the flight pattern, a circular sensor footprint was
constructed. The radius of this footprint is varied to assure that the target is monitored at
a minimum of 80 percent of the orbital flight path. For the flight path shown above in
Figure 52, the target will be in view of the sensor footprint for 82% of the flight path with
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a footprint radius of 0.64*r , for r is equal to the distance of one turn radius. This radius
will be calculated throughout this scenario to show the capabilities the sensor must obtain
to accurately view a target over an orbital flight path.

In varying the wind heading and magnitude as well as the initial aircraft heading,
the robustness of this scenario can be tested. Again, the initial heading will be based on
the direction of the wind, for the aircraft will always take-off directly into the wind.
Since the aircraft attempts to continually track the target at the end game, there is no need
to vary the final target angle, as this will not alter the flight path. The results for these
two cases are shown below.

The first test case varied the wind heading in five-degree increments over 360
degrees. The surface plot for this case is shown below in Figure 53. The four sub-plots
are described exactly as those for the minimum time scenario in Figure 17.
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Figure 53 - Surface Plots - Varying Wind Heading with the Dual Sensor Scenerio

Although the surface plots are not completely smooth, it does show an accurate solution
for the majority of the profiles tested. The angles that fail to remain consistent with the
surface plot tend to increase their flight pattern on the orbital section perpendicular to the
wind. This error is caused by the initial guess given to the simulation. This estimated
flight path consists of a perfect circle, as if the wind magnitude was zero. This path
estimation is not as accurate as it could be, and could be improved for future results.
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Figure 54 below shows a closer look at Figure 53B and describes the total flight
time as the wind heading is varied. These results remain consistent as the flight time
increases with a greater head wind. It should be noted that the head wind only effects the
vehicle in the first two stages of the flight. Once the aircraft starts the orbital path, there
is little variance in the time of flight with regard to the wind heading.
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Figure 54 - Dual Sensor Wind Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Heading

Taking a closer look at Figure 53C, Figure 55 below describes the range in aircraft
heading as the wind heading is varied. However, since the vehicle flies the orbital
pattern around the target, the aircraft’s heading will range form 0 to 360 degrees as the
results show below.
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Figure 55- Dual Sensor Vehicle Heading vs Wind Heading; Varied Wind Heading

Figure 56 describes the aircraft’s heading against the total flight time as the wind heading
is varied. This plot is a subset of Figure 53D and shows the three different segments of
the flight path. The first segment adjusts to the appropriate angle and flies straight until
the forward sensor is on the target. The second segment depicts a decreasing heading
value which describes the transition from the forward sensor to the side sensor. The final
path shows the aircraft heading range of 360 degrees as the vehicle orbits the target.
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Vehicle Heading vs Flight time
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Figure 56 - Dual Sensor Vehicle Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Heading

Finally, the sensor footprint is varied in size to assure the target is viewed for at least 80
percent of the flight. For the majority of the flight paths, the sensor footprint will remain
under 0.8 * r . However, between the wind headings of 210 degrees and 240 degrees, the
optimization reveals inconsistent results. This could be improved with a better initial
estimation into the optimization software.
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Sensor Footprint Radius vs Wind Heading
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Figure 57 - Sensor Footprint Sensor for Varied Wind Heading

The second case tested for the target tracking scenario varied the wind magnitude
from zero to 60 percent of the aircraft’s velocity. The surface plots for this case are
shown below in Figure 58. The four sub-plots are described exactly as those for the
minimum time scenario in Figure 25.
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Figure 58 - Surface Plots - Varying Wind Magnitude with the Dual Sensor Scenerio

Figure 59 below describes the total flight time for a varying wind magnitude and is a
subset of Figure 58B. Much like the results seen previously, the minimum flight time
occurs when the combined velocity vectors of the wind and aircraft are greatest in the
direction of the target. This takes place when β = 0.24 .
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Wind Magnitude, β vs Fight Time
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Figure 59 - Dual Sensor Wind Magnitude vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Magnitude

Again, with the orbital flight path, the aircraft’s heading will range over 360 degrees as
shown below in Figure 60. This is a subset of Figure 58C.
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Figure 60 - Dual Sensor Vehicle Heading vs Wind Magnitude; Varied Wind Magnitude

Figure 61 below describes the aircraft’s heading plotted against the total flight time as the
wind magnitude is increased. This is a subplot of Figure 58D above and shows the
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increasing difficulty the simulation has in providing smooth results in the orbital flight
pattern as the winds are increased.
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Figure 61 - Dual Sensor Vehicle Heading vs Flight Time; Varied Wind Magnitude

Finally the sensor footprint radius is plotted as the wind magnitude is increased. In order
to assure the target is in view of the sensor footprint at least 80 percent of the time, the
size of the footprint will continue to increase as the wind magnitude increases. This is
shown below in Figure 62 and proves to be accurate due to the immense crab angle the
aircraft will be forced to take as the strength of the wind continues to grow in magnitude.
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Sensor Footprint Radius vs Wind Magnitude
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Figure 62 - Sensor Footprint Radius for Varied Wind Magnitude

4.7 Chapter Summary

The results presented in this chapter cover the three flight path scenarios. Each
scenario has been tested for robustness and repeatability. Overall, the optimizations were
successful, and optimal flight paths have been calculated for a wide range of data.
Additionally, an analytical solution was evaluated for the minimum time scenario.
Although a closed-form solution for the control could not be determined, evaluation of
the co-states did verify the results of the optimization. Finally, the Dubins path results
used as the initial guess for the dynamic optimization proved to be the most valuable and
important step in determining an optimal solution. Without an accurate initial guess, the
optimization run time is increased by an order of magnitude and many times, a solution
could not be found.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Conclusions

This research accomplished all of the objectives described in Chapter 1.

•

Initially, L.E. Dubins theories were exploited to develop a flight path which was
effectively used as an initial guess for the dynamic optimization problem. A
Dubins path was utilized in two different methodologies. The first path
considered flight from an initial position and heading to a final position and
heading. This flight path was used for both the minimum time scenario as well as
the dual sensor scenario. The second path was comprised of two Dubins path
runs. The first run considered flight from an initial point and heading to a straight
line heading directed at the target in a relatively short distance. The second run
then considered the flight path at the end game, which developed a path from a
straight line heading directed at the target to the final viewing angle. Each of
these paths provided adequate information to the optimization software for an
optimal solution to be found given the scenarios presented in this research.

•

With a valid estimation of the flight path, the minimum time scenario was solved.
Optimization techniques were utilized to determine an optimal flight path starting
at an initial position and heading and ending with a desired viewing angle of the
target. This scenario was tested with varying wind headings and magnitude,
initial headings, and final viewing angles. The solution technique developed,
which used Dubins path as an initial guess for the dynamic optimization problem,
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proved to be very robust given the conditions presented in this research, and
converged very quickly.
•

The next objective considered a MAVs flight through an urban canyon. This
scenario restricted the flight path in width, as if the vehicle was forced to fly
between two buildings before viewing the target. The solution for this scenario
utilized a minimum time terminal cost as well as path cost that forced the vehicle
to minimize the difference between its flight angle and the straight line angle
between the starting position and the target. Although adequate results were
obtained for this scenario, it was not as robust as the solutions obtained in the
minimum time case. The struggle to obtain fully robust results validates the
necessity for providing a valid initial guess to the optimization. Even though the
initial guess provided by the Dubins path was a decent solution for the majority of
the cases, it could be improved to better cover the range of variables tested.

•

The final objected exploited both the forward sensor and a side sensor mounted
on the vehicle to view the target for any continuous duration of time. Again, the
initial guess provided to the system proved to be a factor in acquiring robust
results. However, adequate solution were obtained over the range of each
variable.

These results lay out a benchmark that can be used in future work to compare the
robustness and effectiveness of a control law designed for MAVs operating in wind.
Future work will consist of implementing variable wind into the optimization simulation.
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Once those results are acquired, additional research will consider developing a control
law that will give real time updates of variable wind to the flight control autopilot to
autonomously correct the aircraft’s flight path to an optimum trajectory. Ideally, this
solution will compare very closely to the simulation results displayed in this research.

5.2 Recommendations

With any academic research, there is a time constraint for which results must be
published. Given more time for this research, the following outlines improvements that
could be made to better utilize the optimization software. These improvements would
result in a larger range of solutions to the flight path optimization problem.
•

Throughout this research, it has been shown that an adequate estimation of the
desired flight path is essential in solving for the optimal solution. For the
minimum flight time scenario, Dubins path provided a very good estimation of
the optimal path. This allowed the optimization software to iterate on that
estimation to find an optimal solution. However, it was seen in the urban canyon
scenario as well as the dual sensor scenario that optimization results were heavily
affected by a path estimation that was not as good as it could have been.
Although the results from this research were still effective, providing a better
flight path estimation could result in a complete solution to any desired flight
path. Therefore, utilizing L.E. Dubins theories to better predict these flight
sceneries, including flight patterns in close proximities, would drastically improve
the robustness of these optimizations.
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•

The results of this research are based on a first-order Euler discretization of the
equations of motion. In an attempt to increase the fidelity of the model, it would
be beneficial to use a different method for discretization. By increasing the order
of the discretization, both the optimization results and the analytical solution may
be improved. The new model would give the optimization software more
information when iterating for an optimal flight path, and that additional
information could provide beneficial when determining the analytical solution.

•

In evaluating the dual sensor scenario, the aircraft model is described as a point
mass with the control to the equations of motion only consisting of the turn rate,

ω . This requires the aircraft to remain wings level as it flies an orbital pattern
around the target. In practice, this would require a combination of rudder and
aileron control to achieve the desired path. By incorporating an aircrafts bank
angle into the model, a more realistic solution can be obtained. Wind effects
could be better accounted for using the additional control, and the aircraft’s
orientation would be more consistent with a typical flight profile.
•
Finally, additional research will lead to the development of a control law for closedloop operations with a flight autopilot. The implementation of this control law will lead
to a vehicle’s test flight. Once this has occurred, the flight path chosen by the autopilot
can be compared to the optimal paths acquired from this research to determine the
effectiveness of the controller.
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB CODE DIAGRAMS
1. Matlab code diagram and definitions for the minimum time forward sensor flight path.
Minimum Time Forward Sensor
Circle*
Initiator

Dubins

Dubins_Path_Make
Path*

ω & Δt guess

Target_Path

Delta_Maker

Path_Plot
Objective

VariableWinds

fmincon*
Constraints*
Opt_Trajectories

• Initiator - This function defines all the parameters for the optimization. These
parameters are then fed into both the Dubins function as well as the VariableWinds
function.
• Dubins - This function is called by initiator and runs the required functions to develop
the Dubins Path. Dubins iterates on the solutions to solve for the rendezvous point of
the virtual target and the a/c. Additionally, the turn rate and time step developed in
this path are fed to the VariableWinds function as the optimal flight path estimation.
• Dubin_path_maker - This function is called by Dubins and is the core of the Dubins
code. This m file creates both the air and ground paths for the vehicles flight.
• Target_path - This function is called by Dubins and determines the path of the virtual
target effected by the constant wind.
• Dubin_circle - This function is called by Dubins and creates the four circles used in
the dubins path method.
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• Path – This function is called by dubins_path_maker to develop the four flight paths
resulting from Dubins methodology.
• Path_Plot – This function is called by dubins_path_maker and plots the shortest of the
four Dubins paths.
• Delta_maker - This function is called by dubins_path_maker and determines the
increment size (step size) of the Dubins path. It adjoins the paths of the first curve,
straight portion, and final curve of the path and makes the step size equal for the
complete path.
• VariableWinds - This function is called by initiator and runs all the dynamic
optimization. The objective function, constraint function, and optimality function are
contained in this m-file.
• Fmincon – This function is called by VariableWinds and utilizes both the objective
function as well as the constraint function to determine the optimal control for the
system.
• Opt_Trajectories – This function is called by VariableWinds and utilized the optimal
control found by the fmincon function to determine a solution for the states.
• Objective – This function is called by fmincon and describes the objective function, or
Cost J, which is the desired function to be minimized.
• Constraints – This function is called by fmincon and describes the constraints places
on the states of the system.
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2. Matlab code diagram and definitions for the minimum time side sensor flight path.
Those functions not defined below are identical to those of the time forward sensor flight
path.

Minimum Time Side Sensor
Dubins_side_sensor

Circle*
Dubins_SS

Dubins_Path_Maker
Path*

Initiator_side_sensor
ω & Δt guess

Target_Path

Delta_Maker*

Path_Plot*
Objective

VariableWinds_side_sensor

fmincon*
Constraints*
Opt_Trajectories*

• Initiator_side_sensor - This function defines all the parameters for the optimization.
These parameters are then fed into both the Dubins_side_sensor function as well as the
VariableWinds function.
• Dubins_side_sensor - This function is called by initiator_side_sensor and iterates for
the shortest dubins path over multiple positions on a circle encompassing the target.
• Dubin_SS - This function is called by Dubins_side_sensor and solves for the shortest
path based on the parameters given without regard to sensor footprint position.
• VariableWinds_side_sensor

- This function is called by initiator_side_sensor and

runs the dynamic optimization for a vehicle with a side mounted sensor. The objective
function, constraint function, and optimality function are contained in this m-file.
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3. Matlab code diagram and definitions for the Urban Canyon Flight Path. Those
functions not defined below are identical to those of the time forward sensor flight path.

Urban Canyon Flight
Circle*
Initiator

Dubins_SL

Dubins_Path_Make
Path*

ω & Δt guess

Target_Path

Delta_Maker

Path_Plot
Objective

VariableWinds

fmincon*
Constraints*
Opt_Trajectories

• Dubin_SL - This function is called by initiator and determins two separate Dubins
paths. Each path is combined to form one path and this path is used as the estimated
flight path to the dynamic optimization.
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4. Matlab code diagram and definitions for the Dual Sensor Flight Path. Those functions
not defined below are identical to those of the time forward sensor flight path.

Dual Sensor Utility
Circle*
Initiator

Dubins

Dubins_Path_Make
Path*

ω & Δt guess

Target_Path

Delta_Maker

Path_Plot
Objective

VariableWinds_min_time

fmincon*
Constraints*
Opt_Trajectories
Objective
fmincon*

VariableWinds_trans

Constraints*
Opt_Trajectories
Objective
fmincon*

VariableWinds_orbit

Constraints*
Opt_Trajectories

• VariableWinds_min_time - This function is called by initiator and runs the dynamic
optimization for the minimum time portion of the flight.. The objective function,
constraint function, and optimality function are for the minimum time portion are
contained in this m-file.
• VariableWinds_trans - This function is called by initiator and runs the dynamic
optimization for the transition flight from the forward sensor on the target to the side
sensor on the target. The objective function, constraint function, and optimality
function for the side sensor are contained in this m-file.
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• VariableWinds_orbit - This function is called by initiator and runs the dynamic
optimization for the orbital flight path utilizing the side sensor. The objective
function, constraint function, and optimality function for the orbital solution are
contained in this m-file.
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